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Stun gun, zip ties: ''joke'' gone wrong 
Police question five members of Sigma Chi fraternity in aggravated assault and kidnapping incident. 
JOE HENDRICKS 
NEWS EDITOR 
Four Clemson University 
students, and members of the Sigma 
Chi fraternity, were found standing 
over a victim, also a fraternity 
member, who was zip tied by his 
hands and feet when police arrived 
on scene around 1:30 a.m. early 
Friday morning. 
The Clemson University Police 
Department (CUPD) was called to 
Oak Terrace, behind of Clemson 
House, in regard to a "possible 
fight," according to the incident 
report. When police arrived on 
the scene, they found the four 
individuals standing over a v1ct1m 
who was zip-tied by his hands 
and feet. The individuals had a 
stun gun in their possession. The 
charges indicated on the incident 
report are "aggravated assault" 
and "kidnapping." 
According to the incident report, 
the four individuals were identified 
as Andrew Robert Carber, Greyson 
Connor Furnas, Jeremy Neil Edwards 
and Ryan Edward Bartley. 
The victim, whose personal 
information was not released in the 
incident report, was reported to have 
been "very noncompliant from the 
beginning." 
In addition, the police report 
states the individuals "stated that 
they were just playing a joke and 
it went wrong." Those involved 
in the situation will have to deal 
with both the Clemson University 
Police Department and the Office 
of Community and Ethical 
Standards (OCES). 
The four individuals said "they 
did not use the stun gun on the 
victim, but just used it in an attempt 
to scare him." However, the incident 
report states "Lt. McDonald observed 
two bloody marks on victim's left calf 
and the marks resembled the stun 
, " guns two outer prongs. 
The incident report goes on to 
detail that the victim "appeared to be 
intoxicated and had admitted that he 
had been downtown drinking during 
the evening prior to the incident" 
and "had an alcoholic beverage odor 
about his breath and person during 







There are no active hazing investigations currently within Fraternity and Sorority Life. 
Core Campus passes first 
round of state approval 
Plans for new housing and dining facilities move ahead. 
GRACE GREENE 
Assr. NEws EDITOR 
Clemson University's Core 
Campus construction plan recieved 
the first round of state approval from 
the Joint Bond Review Committee on 
Tuesday, April 8. The Core Campus 
plan, which involves new construction 
that will replace Johnstone Hall 
and Harcombe Dining Hall, has 
a projected total project cost of 
$116.2 million. 
According to University Housing 
and Dining, the project will begin 
with utility relocation, possibly as 
early as summer 2014, and the new 
facilities are planned to open fall 
please recycle THE TIGER 
2017. Currently, the plans do not 
account for replacement of the Edgar 
Allen Brown Student Union. 
The project still awaits the 
final round of state approval, and 
representatives from the university are 
expected to present the Core Campus 
project to the South Carolina Budget 
and Control Board in Columbia, 
S.C., in late April. Construction will 
begin after final approval. 
State approval for the Douthit 
Hills project, which involves new 
housing construction in the 
area behind Clemson House for 
upperclassmen and Bridge to 
Clemson students, has been delayed. 
According to Joy Moss, Director of 
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Business Operations for University 
Housing and Dining, the original 
budget for the project was increased 
after university administrators 
reviewed the project and decided to 
make enhancements to the housing 
facilities. In turn, these enhancements 
led to a significantly increased budget. 
"The state was not comfortable 
at that point as it was submitted so 
we're going to go back to the drawing 
board . . . So it's not off the books, 
it's just been delayed at this point," 
Moss said. 
Instead, Moss reported that the 
university's focus will be on completing 
see CAMPUS page A4 
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Alumna speaks 
on success 
Elizabeth Garrison-Rasor returns. 
KRISTINA TONEY 
STAFF WRITER 
Clemson alumna Elizabeth 
Garrison-Rasor spoke with Clemson 
students to share her secrets for 
success in the business world. 
Garrison-Rasor's talk kicked off 
the week, focusing on highlighting 
women in leadership, hosted by 
the College of Business and 
Behavioral Sciences. 
Garrison-Rasor graduated from 
Clemson in 1995 with a Bachelor of 
Arts in Speech and Communication 
Studies. The Anderson Native 
currently resides in Greenwood, 
S.C., where she, along with her 
husband, owns 22 fast food chain 
franchises including KFC, Taco Bell 
and Arby's. Garrison-Rasor also 
serves as part owner ofDenver Downs 
Farms, which is located nearby 
in Anderson. 
However, Garrison-Rasor's 
speech centered upon her 
experiences, as she strove to build 
up her first successful business, 
Ever-Green Recycling, in 2007. 
Ever-Green came to fruition 
after Garrison-Rasor realized ·that 
there are several businesses in 
the Greenville area that wish to 
see SPEECH page AS 
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The Paleo diet, one of the latest dieting crazes, focuses on the consumption of various meats. 
SARA WEBB 
S TAFF WR ITER 
Spoiler alert: Paleo Diet followers may 
want to re-evaluate their diet choice after this 
article. The Paleo Diet, which seeks to imitate 
the diet of our Paleolithic ancestors, was the 
most Googled diet in 2013. First popularized 
in the 1970s, it has suddenly become one of 
America's latest fad diets. The Paleo diet focuses 
on eating primarily meats and vegetable, as well 
as avoiding preservatives. 
The theory is that our modern; agriculturli 
diets are making us ill and, in order to live 
healthier lives, we need to eat the same 
foods that our ancestors ate. The claim that 
the Paleo Diet consists of foods that our 
ancestors consumed 10,000 years ago has 
spurred scientists into action to determine its 
legitimacy. In Christina Warinner's TEDx Talk, 
"Debunking the Paleo Diet," she examines 
the myths and misconceptions of the Paleo 
Diet. Warinner, a paleontologist and ancient­
diet expert, says the Paleo Diet, " . . . as 
promoted in popular books, on TV, on self-help 
websites and in the overwhelming majority of 
popular new articles has virtually no basis in the 
archaeological record." 
The first myth promoted by the Paleo Diet 
is that Paleolithic people had diets composed 
predominantly of meat due to their evolving 
diet. Humans have no known anatomical, 
physiological or genetic adaptations for 
m eat consumption. Actually, it seems that 
humans have evolved to tolerate diets high in 
plant material. Anatomically, humans have long 
digestive tracts for the purpose of digesting 
fibrous plant substances. Humans also lack 
carnassials, teeth which are a defining feature 
in carnivores; instead, humans have a generalist 
dentition suited for an omnivorous diet. Lastly, 
humans must eat plants to obtain essential 
vitamins, such as vitamin D and vitamin C, 
which our bodies cannot produce. 
The second myth is that the Paleolithic 
people did not eat whole grains or legumes. 
There is archeological evidence from 30,000 
years ago that stone tools were used- to grind 
grains. Technology has also allowed scientists 
to analyze the calcified dental plaque of ancient 
human remains . In a study published in Nature, 
a scientific journal, researchers determined 
that the dental plaque from 50,000 year­
old Neanderthals contained a large amount 
of carbohydrates and starch granules, hinting 
that the Neanderthals consumed a variety of 
plant species and whole grains. In contrast, the 
analysis indicated a low amount of lipids or 
proteins that would suggest meat consumption. 
Finally, the third myth is that the list of 
"approved" Paleo Diet foods are what our 
ancestors consumed. Almost every single food 
item we eat today is a product of plant or 
animal domestication. Humans have selectively 
bred foods so that they are edible and desirable. 
For example, tomatoes are a member of the 
Solanaceae, or "Nightshades" family. In the 
wild, tomatoes contain the alkaloid toxins 
tomatine and solamine, which can impact 
nerve-muscle function and digestive function. 
Without genetic modifications, humans could 
not eat tomatoes . In addition to removing 
toxins, humans have selectively bred animals 
to be fatter for more meat production. So, 
in contrast to the meat humans eat today, 
all the meat consumed by our ancestors 
would have been much leaner and from 
undomesticated animals. 
In addition, there is no one specific Paleo 
Diet. Our ancestors ate local food that was 
in season, which means diets were variable 
between different regions during different 
times of the year. Archaeological evidence and 
scientific studies reveal that modern humans 
cannot actually eat a true Paleolithic Diet; 
however, studies also reveal a few lessons that 
modern humans can learn. First, a good diet is 
one that has variety - this will ensure you are 
getting all the essential minerals and vitamins. 
Second, eating fresh foods that are in season 
will contain the highest nutritional content. 
Third, it is better to eat whole foods because it 
is filling and it delivers necessary fiber to our 
di estive s stem. 
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Chandler Catanzaro is an original walk-on who 
became Clemson's starting placekicker as a 
freshman. He went on to be a four-year starter 
and three-time AII-ACC player and was 67-82 on 
field goals and 203-207 on extra points for 404 
points in 53 games. Catanzaro became the first 
Tiger in history to start 50 games and the fi rst to 
score at least one point in 53 consecutive games. 
He made 39 of his last 41 field goals over three 
years including 20 in a row, a Clemson record and 
fifth in ACC history. He was 24-31 (a school-record 
77.4 percent) on field goals of 40+ yards in his 
career, including making 13 of his last 14 field-goal 
attempts of 40+ yards. Catanzaro kicked the game 
winning field goal on last play of the game twice, 
vs. LSU in Chick-fil-A Bowl and vs. Wake Forest 
in 2011 . He was a two-time semifinalist for the 
Lou Graza Award, three-time Academic AII-ACC 
selection and four-time ACC Academic Honor Roll 
member and will be named to Hampshire Honor 
Society by the National Football Foundation. 
EMILY HOWARD 
WOMEN'S DIVING 
Emily Howard, senior captain in 2013-1 4, is 
the most decorated diver in the short history of 
Clemson's women's only diving program. She set 
both the one-meter and three-meter school records 
in 2013-14 while leading the team in pointseach of 
her final two seasons. She has recorded eight first­
place fin ishesover the last two seasons, more than 
any other Tiger. The native of Newtown, PA was 
namedACC Female Diver-of-the-Week on February 
11, 20 14, becoming the first Clemson diver to 
receive the honor. In 2013, she received the CSCAA 
HonorableMention Scholar All-America award. She 
also received the Coleman Most Valuable Diver 
award in 20 13, given annually to the team's best 
diver. Howard is a two-time member of the ACC 
Academic Honor Roll and has served as a member 
of Clemson 's Student-Athlete Advisory Committee, 
including serving Vice President in 2013-14. 
THOMAS McNAMARA 
MEN'S SOCCER 
McNamara, the Tigers' captain, scored four game­
winning goals for Clemson in 2013 while leading 
the Tigers (11-7-3) to the first round of the NCAA 
Tournament. He led the team with seven goals 
and eight assists for 22 points. McNamara was 
a first-team AII-ACC Player in 2013, a member 
of the AII-ACC Tournament team, a two-time 
ACC Player-of-the-Week selection and a National 
Player-of-the-Week selection. He was also named 
a NSCAA Second-Team All-American and fi rst­
team All-South. McNamara was named afirst-team 
scholar All-American and first-team scholar All­
South by the National Soccer Coaches Association 
of America (NSCAA) and a first-team Academic 
All-American by CoSIDA. He was the 18th person 
and second men's soccer player in Clemson athletic 
history to be named an All-American both on and 
off the field in the same academic year. 
ALEX STOCKINGER 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Stockinger graduated Cum Laude with a degree 
in economics in December. The four-year starter 
graduated in 3 1/2 years. He returned to his native 
country of Norway to pursue professional playing 
opportunities there. During his career, he was 
named to theAII-ACC academic team three times. 
He played in 7 4 matches and was a starter 64 
times during his four seasons at Clemson. He had 
four goals and four assists for 12 points during his 
Clemson career. He also took 40 shots and had one 
game-winning goal. 
L.J 
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Celebrc.fio'L 
~rnernbering tlie 126th anniversary ofTliornas (green C{ernson's yassing 
..'A.rtic{e 6y: Lainey J-fanna, StaffWriter 
Tiger Brotherhood honor service fraternity hosted the 126th anniversary 
of Thomas Green Clemson's passing on Monday, April 7 in Pendleton at St. 
Paul's Episcopal Church. Fisher Easterling, president of Tiger Brotherhood, 
welcomed attendants. William Hiott, director of historic properties & curator 
of Fort Hill, spoke about the life of Thomas Green Clemson, and President 
Clements provided the evening's closing remarks. Following the playing of 
"Carolina Forever," a musical piece composed by Mr. Clemson, a wreath was 
laid at his grave in memory of his contributions to the university. 
On-campus memorial events, which include an array of outdoor activities 
on Fort Hill, were rescheduled for Wednesday after rain dampened the spirits 
of students at the beginning of the week. 
"I believe the observance of Founder's Day was first begun during the 
centennial year in 1989," Hiott said. "For some 25 years, a service, program or 
activity has been held in observance of Mr. Clemson around the anniversary 
date of his passing on April 6, 1888." 
"Thomas Green Clemson was an incredibly visionary man - a man 
that gave his all to make a dream reality for the people of South Carolina, 
the nation and the world. Although Clemson's death signaled the end of a 
life of distinguished service, no one could comprehend how his generosity 
would impact untold generations. Now, 126 years after his passing, that 
impact is visible across o,ur campus and in the lives of our students and 
alumni," Schuyler Easterling, vice president of Tiger Brotherhood and 
junior marketing major, said. "It is incredible to me that I stand here on this 
campus today simply because of one man's gift." Students and advisors of 
the Founder's Day observance at St. Paul's in Pendleton plan the event each 
year as part of their servic~e to the University through the organization, Tiger 
Brotherhood, while on campus events at Fort Hill are coo.rdinated by the 
Alumni Association and Donor Services. ; 
"I feel lucky to go ' to; a s~hool that values and celebrates its heritage," 
Haley Nieman,, ,a junior; co· ~ unication~ major, said. "Thomas Green 
Clemson feels like an integral part of this campus, and I love the opportunity 
to celebrate his legacy with liistoricai' artifacts and refreshments!" 
According to Hiott, "Founder's Day is an opportunity to reflect on the . . 
founder who with his last wiU and testament set forth the creation of a "high 
seminary of "1.earning." That hi; vision of a college/university would take 
hold and flourish some 126 years later is the collective legacy .o.f Thomas 
and Anna's shared vision. Through events, such as Founder's Day in the 
spring at St. Paul's and Legacy Day in the fall at Fort Hill, the university.ancl 
B· community are given time toJeflect on th~ir beginnings and roots. In many"
i5 
a, 
ways,_Mr. Clemson's life is an inspiring example of how one person can make 
~ 
.c 
Q_ a significant and lasting difference through their vision and philanthropy." 
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Research revolution 
Celebration of Research and Innovation Month comes to campus. 
KATHERINE SCHENCK 
STAFF WRITER 
During the month of April, 
Clemson University is celebrating 
the research and innovation of 
students and faculty. "This month­
long celebration is an opportunity 
for the entire Clemson community 
to come together and recognize the 
impressive level of scholarship and 
innovation achieved by our students 
and faculty," Barbara Speziale, 
Associate Dean of Undergraduate 
Students and Director of 
Creative Inquiry, said. The initial 
idea for Research and Innovation 
Month was to reduce the pressure on 
the Focus on Creative Inquiry (FoCI) 
poster session. To accommodate 
the increasing presence of research 
and poster presentations, Speziale 
worked with the various colleges 
and departments to create an event 
focused on celebrating the research 
accomplishments at Clemson. 
When finalizing the events, the 
departments added 'Innovation' to 
the tide in order to emphasize the 
increasing amounts of innovative, 
creative, and entrepreneurial work 
CAMPUS from page Al 
the Core Campus project on the 
planned timeline. As part of the 
Core Campus plan, Johnstone Hall 
and Harcombe Dining Hall will be 
closed to students. A mixed-used 
facility, including housing, dining 
and possibly retail options, will be 
built on Johnstone Meadows as 
a replacement. 
The new residential facilities 
will contain suite-style rooms that 
will house 700 students; currently, 
Johnstone Hall can house only 350 
students. The initial design work for 
the facilities has been completed, 
and University Housing and Dining 
intends to make the final design plan 
available to students as soon as it 
is available. The original Core 
Campus plan involved modifications 
to the Edgar Allen Brown Student 
Union, but a lack of state funds has 
taking place at Clemson. "Since 
many units host these celebrations 
in April, it seemed logical to 
designate April as Research Month," 
Speziale said. Throughout the 
month of April, various events 
are held to showcase the research 
and findings of Clemson faculty 
members, graduate students, and 
undergraduate students. 
As a part of the celebration, 
the College of Health, Education, 
and Human Development hosts an 
annual Research Forum. Each year, 
the focus of the forum changes to 
accommodate for current issues and 
trends. It also offers participants an 
opportunity to engage in discussions 
that foster mutually beneficial 
collaborative opportunities. 
"This is a unique opportunity for 
students, faculty, staff, government, 
nonprofits and private industry to 
collaborate and discover how their 
innovative research projects are 
interrelated," Larry Dooley, interim 
Vice President for Research, said. 
Dooley said the activities taking 
place throughout the month are to 
provide educational and networking 
opportunities for students and 
placed that specific project on hold. 
University Housing and Dining 
will pay for the project, which is 
expected to cost $116,200,000. 
Moss said, "They [the funds 
for construction] all come from 
University Housing by issuing what 
we call revenue bonds. And then 
Housing, through the fees that 
students pay for housing, pay those 
funds back." 
According to Moss, the 
university ultimately intends for the 
Johnstone and student union area to 
be demolished, but that demolition 
plans have been put on hold in 
consideration of other student 
groups that utilize the student 
union facilities. 
"So it's not like overnight, the 
light bulb will go out for Johnstone. 
It's going to be a staging process 
for that current facility," Moss said. 
Students have reacted positively to 
faculty in order to further develop 
research findings and to support 
the accomplishments of all 
those participating. "We are so 
proud of the amazing culture of 
curiosity and determination that we 
have here at Clemson University," 
Dr. John Foulk, Director of 
Research and Innovation Month, 
said. "It celebrates the amazing 
accomplishments of Clemson's 
students, faculty, and staff 
researchers. It might be a poster 
session, symposium, performance, 
exhibition, or any other format 
for displaying." 
A few key events during the next 
month include the Social Launchpad 
Competition, where students pitch 
their social entrepreneurship ideas 
to a board for an opportunity to 
receive a grant, the opportunity 
to meet and interact with 
professionals in various fields, 
such as bioengineering researchers, 
advanced materials researchers, and 
industrial engineering researchers 
and discussion panels with the 
various research departments 
participating in Research and 
Innovation Month. 
the first round of state approvals. 
'Tm personally glad that it's gotten 
past the first stage of approval. I 
lived in Johnstone last year, and 
it needed to be renovated, not 
even really renovated, it needs tb 
be torn down," Nicholas Finch, 
a sophomore chemical engineering 
major, said. "I hope that actually 
get [Douthit Hills] approved also. 
I know people who would like to 
stay on campus that are going to 
be upperclassmen." 
Other students were more 
ambivalent toward the new 
construction. "I don't really care, 
because I'm not going to be living 
there next semester. I think it'd be 
good to have a place with problems 
fixed in it," Gavin Rulli, a freshman 
biology major and Johnstone 
resident, said. "So, it's part of 
Clemson, it just, it needs to be 
rebuilt I guess." 
POLICE BLOTTER 
Officer M.M. Young responded to a call about an incident of petit larceny at 
Wendy's at Bryan Circle at 1:40 p.m. on March 31. The crime was committed at 
12 p.m. earlier that day. 
Officer John Williams arrested one individual for criminal domestic violence 
at Thornhill Village at 9:20 p.m. on March 31. 
/. 
Officer Joshua Labrecque arrested one individual for driving under the 
influence at U.S. Highway 76 and Perimeter Road at 1:39 a.m. on April 2. 
Officer Joshua Labrecque arrested three individuals for the simple possession of 
marijuana and the possession of beer by persons under the age of 21 in Clemson 
House at 10:30 p.m. on April 1. 
I 
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INCIDENT from page Al 
officer's interview." As for the four 
individuals, the incident report 
states "Officers did not smell any 
alcoholic beverage odor on the four 
listed subjects." According to Chief 
Johnson Link, CUPD is "still trying to 
determine exactly what this incident 
is about. We have interviewed 
witnesses and participants and hope 
to know more in the next couple of 
days. These incidents are difficult to 
investigate when alleged victims do 
not cooperate with the investigators." 
The incident report states "the 
victim stated to Lt. McDonald that 
he wanted to speak with his lawyer 
and at that time, turned to the 
suspects and told them that he was 
contacting his lawyer and to not 
say anything to the police." Before 
leaving the scene, "The stun gun and 
zip ties were seized as evidence and 
placed into the evidence locker." 
The incident has not been 
considered hazing by the university. 
"I can confirm that we have no 
active hazing investigations going 
on within Fraternity and Sorority 
Life and the Office of Community 
and Ethical Standards," Gary Wiser, 
director of fraternity and sorority 
life, said. "None of the students 
involved in the incident are new 
members this semester." 
Sigma Chi President Hayden 
Lovette declined to be quoted, 
but confirmed the incident was 
not considered a case of hazing. 
According to the Sigma Chi National 
website, a handout entitled "Hazing 
Defined" begins with "Everything is 
NOT hazing," in large bold letters. 
OCES has also been reviewing 
the incident. "Every incident or case 
reviewed as a part of the student 
conduct process is considered an 
educational opportunity," Randall 
Williams, the senior associate 
director, said. "It is OCES' goal to 
ensure that our students are making 
decisions that will have a positive 
impact on their health and safety 
as well as their community. Thus, 
the effect may be to educate and/or 
review policies or protocols to ensure 
that these types of incidents do 
not reoccur." 
Chief Link commented on how 
the witnesses of the incident will 
come into play. "In this case we have 
witnesses that can establish certain 
facts but it's hard to understand 
intent without the victim," Link said. 
"We do not have to have the victim's 
permission to proceed in a criminal 
prosecution, but it is very difficult 
to successfully prosecute a case when 
the victim is uncooperative." 
As for the victim's situation going 
forward, "The injuries sustained 
by the victim concern me, and I 
want to make sure the victim is not 
intimidated or threatened by the 
SPEECH from page Al 
recycle, but have no feasible outlet 
to do so. Garrison-Rason, a noted 
"eco-prenuer" seeks to provide these 
corporations with the opportunity to 
become models of sustainability in 
their community through recycling. 
During the first month and a half of 
conducting business, Garrison-Rasor 
carried out the recyclable materials 
to the proper locations in the back 
of her convertible. Although the 
initial stages of gaining clients and 
conducting business was difficult, 
Garrison-Rasor continued to grow 
her business to great success. 
After she was married in 2012, 
Garrison-Rasor joined forces with her 
now-husband and sold Ever-Green 
recycling in 2013. Garrison-Rasor 
shared with her audience what she 
felt were three keys to success in 
the business world. She advised the 
students to "have a clear vision with an 
end goal," "be persistent" and "have a 
master mind group" that includes 
advisors, experts in pertinent fields, 
as well as friends in business with 
whom these aspiring entrepreneurs 
can discuss ideas for the future of 
their companies. 
She implored to her audience, 
that whichever direction they take 
their business dreams, should they 
always remain courteous to all they 
encounter, as any of those individuals 
could come into play in their futures 
in the workforce. "You want the 
people you work with and that you 
work for to respect you and think of 
you as a resource," Garrison-Rasor 
reminded students. 
As a result of attending the talk, 
Michelle Kelly, a senior management 
major, said that she "got a lot of 














Garrison-Rason spoke at the event. 
development . .. I learned to go for 
my goals. That will help me achieve 
them in the long run. She was a great 
speaker. I was overall impressed with 
the program," Kelly said. 
Grateful for the opportunity to 
address Clemson students, Garrison­
Rasor said, "I appreciate the chance 
to talk to folks that are about to enter 
the working world and share things 
that I have learned and best practices 
that will help them on their way." 
She is currently working on writing 
a book, detailing her experiences as 
she grew Ever-Green and took her 
entrepreneurial dream full circle upon 
selling the company this past year. 
Reflecting on her experiences at 
Clemson, Garrison-Rasor advised 
students to "learn everything you 
can when you are in Clemson. When 
you are out of Clemson, still learn 
everything you can." 
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Looking for a house to rent? 
Your search is over! 
Slann Properties: 
- Specializes in rental homes that are close 
to campus (from¼ to 4 miles) 
- Has rentals available with leases beginning in May 
or August 
- Includes a washer, dryer and dishwasher in 
most houses 
- Offers online rent payment and online 
maintenance requests 
- Treats you with respect and focuses on 
keeping you happy 
Check out our website and make an 
appointment to see a home today! 
Slann Property Management, LLC 
422 College Avenue, Suite 400, Clemson, SC 29 
864.654.1007 phone 864.654.1008 fax 





1 ' all pre Thl@Jill@~ o o 
Chocolate bunnies, Peeps, egg hunts, that reluctant trip to church ... 
Is that what Easter is really all about? 
Don't miss out on the real story behind Easter. 
Jesus died for our sins and rose from the dead. Why? 
So we cou Id be forgiven and reconciled to God on a personal level. 
He offers us a new Iife-One with substance. 
Faculty Commons, a group of Christian faculty at Clemson, invites you to experience the real Easter, 
the resurrection of Jesus Christ!! We invite you to talk to us about how Jesus Christ and the meaning of 
Mrs. Jackie Gillespie 
School of Nursing 
Mrs. Marianne Herr-Glaser 
Department of Communication Studies 
Easter have changed our lives. 
- Clemson Faculty Commons -
Dr. Rod Andrew Dr. Shiou-Jyo Hwu 
History Department Chemistry Department 
Dr. Abel Bartley Dr. Kevin James 
History Department Department of Mathematical Sciences 
Dr. Heather Batt Dr. Robert Latour 
Department of Food, Nutrition, Bioengineering 
and Packaging Sciences Dr. John Leininger 
Dr. Greg Batt Department of Graphic Communications 
Department of Food, Nutrition, Mr. Peter Messier 
and Packaging Sciences Department of Civil Engineering 
Dr. Carl Baum Dr. Janis Miller 
Department of Electrical Management Department 
& Computer Engineering Dr. Greg Mocko 
Dr. David Rodde Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Department ofAutomotive Engineering Dr. Ryan Mullins 
Dr. Alton Brant Marketing Department 
Language Department-American Mr. lim Parrott 
Sign Language Department of Mathematical Sciences 
Dr. Sean Brittain Mr. Kirby Player
Department of Physics & Astronomy 
College of Agriculture, Forestry 
Dr. John Chastain & Life Sciences 
School ofAgriculture, Forestry, . Dr. Charles Privette 111 
& Environmental Sciences School ofAgriculture, Forestry, & 
Dr. Kay Cooksey Environmental Sciences · 
Department of Food, Nutrition, Mr. Phil Randall
and Packaging Sciences 
English Department 
Dr. David Ewing Dr. Mark Roberts
Department of General Engineering 
Department of Chemical 
Mrs. Ashley C. Fisk & Biomolecular Engineering 
English Department Mr. Jim Roberts 
Dr. William Fisk Communication Studies 
Moore School of Education 
Miss Meredith Futral 
University Libraries 
Mrs. Amy Sawyer 
Language Department-French 
Dr. Windsor Sherrill 
Public Health Sciences 
Mrs. Laura Shick 
Statistics 
Dr. Emerson Shipe 
Professor ofAgronomy, Emeritus 
Mr. Eddie Smith 
Department of Communication Studies 
Dr. Debbie Smith 
Moore School of Education 
Dr. Mark Smotherman 
School of Computing 
Miss Melissa Sternhagen 
Department of Civil Engineering 
Prof. Mark C. Thies 
Department of Chemical 
& Biomolecular Engineering 
Mrs. Kay Wall, MLS 
University Libraries, Dean 
Mrs. Sheri Webster 
School of Nursing 
Mr. Ralph Welsh 
Department of Public Health Sciences 
Dr. Ted Whitwell 
Associate Dean,College ofAgriculture, 
Forestry and Life Sciences 
Dr. Joel Williams 
Public Health Sciences 
Dr. David Woodard 
Political Science Department 
Look for our stories at www.meettheprof.com 
Research the true meaning of Easter for yourself­
Read the book of John in the Bible and this article: 
www.everystudent.com/features/faith . htm I 
http://bit.ly/cu-meetprof 
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We know what happened in 
SECTION 
B PINI Want to write for Opinions? Email opinions.thetigernews@gmail.com 
MEREDITH DAVIDSON 
Opinions Editor 
In defense of radio hits • ••••• • 
generational art game. With printed word becoming demand ofpublic degradation but are rather conveying 
a dying industry and online news repositories eclipsing the same culturally important messages, just on more •newspapers and television series obscuring novels understandable terms, and more desirably palatable •and poetry anthologies, these artists are some of the form for today's public. 
only remaining architects of language in a public Rap artists, for example, are masters ofwordplay and 
language arrangement. Take the following line from • 
of musical expression from one generation eventually spotlight. Unfortunately, the millennium doesn't art of language. While still an advocate for a return to 
develops into the supposed gold standard of musical boast the five act sonnets of Shakespeare, nor does it a society that values poets, playwrights, and novelists 
excellence for the following generation. This was offer the celebrity-worshipping epics of Homer or more so than realty television stars, I won't fault radio • Finally talking about biology • 
certainly true for the work ofnow classic artists such as the philosophical musings of Socrates. Instead, we hit producing musical artists for working to evolve the e in my 400 level bio class. e 
Ray Charles, The Rolling Stones or Madonna, but have the ghetto anthems of Jay-Z and the feminist art ofarchitecting language and orchestrating wordplay. 
There are two and a half ' admittedly, it is hard to imagine this will be the case for manifestos of Beyonce. Media glamour and music So all the wordplay circulates topics ofdrug use, gender 
weeks of class left. the work of such modern artists as Lil Wayne, Lady video overproduction aside, the content of many of discrimination, or devaluing sex. At least it exists. 
GaGa, Miley Cyrus or Kanye West. these radio hit works actually serve to further the same 
Arguably, the aforementioned celebrities serve social sentiments as poets and playwrights ofdays past, •' Is it too early for a nap? as the greatest examples of progressive, innovative albeit in more vernacular manners. If anything, these MEREDITH DAVIDSON is an English major. Email artists, committed to changing the music and artists are not buying into a regressive pop-culture comments to letters@thetigernews.com. •
I'm too good-looking to get 
------------------------------------------ • kicked out of Overtime, 
what were they thinking? Uproar over Upstate's anti-gay •• •• • 
Sometimes I wish I could 
text my dog.funding cuts • • 
Mainly use my front-facing 
a symposium on gay topics. The program includes or Less" odd. The title raises questions, and while camera for staring at myself . 
a lecture tided "How to be a Lesbian in 10 Days I was not there and have no idea what the lecture 
or Less," which caters to fear-mongering ignorants actually included, the title is pretty blunt. If we
KATE THOMAS terrified that all LGBT individuals seek to "make read the title closely and go only on that to infer An internship? I was really
Columnist 
gay" everyone else. This symposium cost over what the lecture actually presented to its audience, used to the thought of me 
$11,000 to put on and was planned a year prior to we can guess that this lecture was literally about sitting on the beach all 
the House's first budget cut for USC Upstate. how to be a lesbian. If this was what the lecture summer... 
estern society is becoming In regard to homosexuality, the South is slow to was about, I find it really unnecessary. If someone 
increasingly more acceptant of accept. "If they've got extra money sitting around is homosexual, they do not need to be told how to 
certain controversial issues. Of these to promote perversion, obviously they've got more be so, or how to act, live, etc. Leftover dip spit is theW '• '• 
issues, homosexuality has been on the forefront. money than they really need," Senator Kevin Just the same, if someone is heterosexual, they death of me. 
Though it is pretty much widely accepted across Bryant said, referencing USC Upstate's funding do not need to be told how to act heterosexual and 
the country, it still seems to pose problems and cuts. I frankly do not understand what the big nor should they be. 
I was carrying two Starbuckscontroversies in the South, particularly in the state deal is. In my eyes, what USC Upstate hopes to My point is that the society we live in is changing 
of South Carolina. accomplish by using money to host gay-themed and growing at a rapid pace, which means the cups and could feel everyone 
Recently, sparks are flying at University of South programs and symposiums and assigning literature people in our lives are changing, and the type of staring at my basicness. •Carolina Upstate's campus. Upstate has been with aspects of homosexuality, is apparent people we are regularly exposed to is expanding. 
endeavoring to include topics of homosexuality acceptance for the homosexual students that Things are not how they used to be; people of Can we just skip the whole 
as an integrated part of their general curricula, attended their institution, and further, to invite a different races get married, women get pregnant 
pregnancy thing andas well as offering more extracurricular activities · more generalized attitude of understanding among outside of marriages, people are gay. These• things 
that are homosexual-student-inclusive. Due students. I am impressed that Upstate would go to happen every day and it is okay. It is time for the evolutionize to babies just 
to this increasingly accepting attitude toward all this trouble to say to their students who may feel senators, the House ofRepresentative and everyone appearing? 
homosexuality, USC Upstate has had its funding marginalized, "Hey, we accept you and we ·want else to realize that. As a society, it is necessary that 
cut and is facing more possible funding cuts for you to feel comfortable here." we become more open-minded, supportive and 
PSA: I can smell your feetnext year. This is without a doubt, an admirable move accepting of people and their lifestyles. 
USC Upstate's budget was initially cut because on Upstate's part. However, I still think there is through your Sperry's from 
they assigned a book about coming out in the something a bit off about USC Upstate's way of across the room, bro. 
South to incoming freshmen students. Because of doing this. While I think it is progressive and 
this, the budget was cut $17,142; currently bugging innovative that they are hosting these events, I find KATE THOMAS is an English major. Email ' t 
senators is Upstate's upcoming gay-inclusive event: the lecture titled "How to be a Lesbian in 10 Days comments to letters@thetigernews.com. ...... fl 
W ith every generation's popular music, comes the vehement judgment and "Unfortunately, the hatred from the preceding 
generation, save for that time my mom insisted we millennium doesn't boast 
listen to Plain White Tee's "Hey There Delilah" on 
repeat on a road trip and cried to it the entire time. the five act sonnets of 
Excluding that odd moment of emotional attachment 
to modern music, it is a generational trope for older Shakespeare ... we have 
demographics to hate on younger demographics' music 
of choice. While modern music is often described as the ghetto anthems of 
crude, meaningless and over sexualized, the same was 
once said for any music with non-Christian content, Jay-Z and the feminist 
any music composed by people of color or the overtly 
"revolutionary'' music ofthe 1970s. Obviously, we got manifestos ofBeyonce. " 
over it. Every "inappropriate" or "awful" demonstration 
Eminem's "Not Afraid:" "You said you was king, you Vegas. You got drunk and 
lied through your teeth, for that/ F**k your fillings, danced with your girls. 
instead of getting crowned you're getting capped." 
That is some underrated smart lyricism. It incorporates I hate when my Rainbows 
dental imagery to excess, while playing on colloquial 
stain my feet.phrases such as "F**k your feelings" and "getting 
capped." Tragically though, such creative and brilliant t 
word arrangement, worthy of poetic praise, is passed It's my half birthday and 
over merely due to the reputation of rappers and the ' no one even remembered, I 
content oftheir songs. Why are poems containing this 
thought people cared content considered brave, but a rap song containing 
about me.the same content crude? There is a societal bias toward 
radio hits as fluff-filled mindless consumer-catered 
worthlessness. I disagree. Modern music is the last Cried at TTT's in thet t
semblance of interest our society has remaining in the daylight because graduating. 
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Paws up 
' 
This week a video of goats screaming in tune to the Game of 
Thrones theme song (#GOaT) went viral. 
Making a statement concerning the ridiculous rising real-estate 
prices in San Francisco, a photographer posted rental listings 
on sites like Craigslist for dumpsters or living-room couches as 
alternatives to homes. 
Researchers are finding -the party-drug ketamine could be 
effective in treatment of seemingly untreatable 
cases of depression. 
Match.com will no longer charge bisexual users for two 
aws own 
A 21-year-old Oregon man wearing a T-shirt that read "Drunk as 
Sh*t" was arrested Sunday for driving under the 
influence of alcohol. 
Nutella crepes ranked on the list of top ten most fattening foods 
in the world this week. 
A 19-year-old Notre Dame student was arrested this week after he 
broke into a day spa and went throug4 half a box of Hot Pockets 
before passing out while eating Drumsticks. 
A self-proclaimed atheist man in Orlando this week was arrested 
after attacking his roommate, whom he thought was Jesus. 
separate accounts. 
A woman in Florida ravaged a McDonald's while wearing nothing 
Prince George had his first international playdate this week, but a thong, attempted to destroy the kitchen with her bare hands 
engaging with babies from New Zealand. and guzzled soft serve ice cream out of the machine. 
A Canadian dentist in possession of one ofJohn Lennon's teeth An Oklahoma man is in jail after stealing a police badge and 
looks forward to the day when human cloning is possible, as he impersonating a police officer in an effort to get a discount on a 
plans to done Lennon and raise the baby-Beatle as his own child. spray tan. 
From the editor's desk 
We like to think we know what we are graduation this year and fortunately do 
getting ourselves into as freshmen. That not have to conquer the ever looming 
each organization we join will have our question of a job quite yet, I am saying 
complete dedication, just as they did in farewell to the end of one of my own eras 
high school. But, by the time spring rolls -The Tiger. 
around (no matter how close you are The Tiger has been synonymous with 
to graduation), all you can do is count my Clemson career since I was a freshman. 
down the days until summer, and you are I am one of the remaining ones who 
barely attending class, let alone meetings remember the "good ole' days," and boy, 
for organizations. It is an excitedly scary the stories I could tell. The opportunity to 
time of year, when the air gets a bit be a part of this close knit group of has 
sweeter, the nights get a bit longer, and shaped my Clemson experience and very 




While I faced with Please forgive me for being a 
My first story for The Tiger 
I was elected News 
a feature on Bowman 
Field. I had little idea of how 
a newspaper worked, 
but I was passionate 
and that carried me 
through. During my 
time at The Tiger, I 
have seen good times 
and bad times. When you 
spend 12 plus hours a night with people, 
you get to know them quickly. I have made 
lifelong friends, many memories and now 
only write in AP style. I have not only 
watched The Tiger grow, but I have also 
grown as a person and a student. 
I feel honored to have been a part of 
The Tiger, and I will miss it dearly. I am 
not sure I remember what a life with free 
Wednesday nights and not answering your 
cell phone 24/7 is like - but I am looking 
forward to it. 
I realize that you are not getting ready to 
leave the Editor in Chief position at The 
Tiger, but many of you are getting ready 
to start a new adventure. Whether your 
adventure is a new internship, a new job, 
or going back home, you have the chance 
to do something incredible. 
Saying farewell is a challenging thing, 
and I am sure I will make my fair share 
of re-appearances in The Tiger office 
(probably with baked goodies), but I know 
it is time to move on. I am grateful for 
each and every one of you who have made 
yourself a part of The Tiger over the past 
year. I believe we have lived up to our 
motto to "roar for Clemson," and for that, 
I am proud. 
I am excited to see where The Tiger 
heads next, and I know it has a talented 
group of people at the helm. 
I do not know what my next adventure 
will be or where it will take me. As we 
each go forth onto our new adventures 
and accomplish the incredible, we cannot 
forget that we have our Clemson family all 
around us. 




Editor in Chief 
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Peter and Mickey: . Rebels of a cause 
W1u. RICE 
Columnist 
Last weekend, America lost two of its finest men. Peter Matthiessen, celebrated author and naturalist, passed away at the 
age of 86 and beloved actor Mickey Rooney at 93. 
Despite their shared departure, the two shared 
nearly nothing in common besides the generation 
they were born into. Matthiessen was brought up 
in a prominent New York City family, studied in 
Paris and graduated from Yale. Rooney was the son 
of immigrants, grew up in Brooklyn and graduated 
from Hollywood High School. When World War II 
began, Matthiessen joined the Navy, while Rooney 
enlisted in the Army. As they aged, National 
Book Award winning Matthiessen developed into 
a liberal Buddhist and Academy Award winning 
Rooney became a conservative Christian. 
Hopefully the disparity has been made clear. 
Though both were prominent in their respective 
fields, the lesser known Matthiessen might prove 
more effective in illustrating their shared legacy. 
He spent a lifetime offering his pen to people 
who otherwise would not have been heard. 
Whether writing on the monks of the Himalaya 
or the American Indians of the Great Plains, he 
consistently exposed issues from their own silence. 
He was an explorer of five continents, a Cold War 
spy for the CIA and a Zen Buddhist priest. But, 
perhaps most importantly, he told the stories he 
cared about. He defined himself through his own 
passions. 
Matthiessen's nature writing and Rooney's acting 
may be some of the most whimsical art America 





we act out of 
sport rather 
than necessity." 
accredited to a whim. But it is here that their 
message gets lost. Rooney was not acting for the 
disingenuous awe of his peers. Nor did he reform 
to Christianity with hopes of landing an interview 
with Barbara Walters. Likewise, Matthiessen wasn't 
a Buddhist for the sake of standing out. Nor did 
he spend the better part of a year in the wild of the 
Himalaya so that he might one day tell the story at a 
bar. They lived lives determined by their own ideas 
and values, not those projected by mannequins at 
The Gap. Both were individuals, but individuals 
with a cause. 
Coming from a generation whose elementary 
O:ml?~ ·~~~~00 
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classrooms were plastered in posters boasting 
"Dare to be Different" and things of the 
like, we seem to have created a false form of 
individuality in which we are different for the 
sake of being different. Hipsters, Yuppies, 
maybe even indoctrinated, we act out of sport 
rather than necessity. When Matthiessen became 
concerned about the health of the snow leopard, 
his curiosity found him walking off into the 
unmapped reaches of Asia. Today we fail to act 
on such passions. We slap on our vintage tees, 
and travel though life poised on our iPhone 
screens with hopes of blundering into something 
worth Instagraming. We lug around in Bean 
Boots, not as a requirement of brutally ruthless 
Upstate South Carolina winters, but because 
Emily's friend at Dartmouth said they go 
great with wool socks and running tights. We 
picket for a free Ukraine from the comfort of a 
Macintosh lit coffee shop, rather than from the 
chill of an Eastern European plaza. We stifle our 
own interests with formulated zeal about giraffes 
in Denmark. We take on the appearance or 
create experiences akin to those of a Matthiessen 
or Rooney, but remove ourselves from the fervor 
of which they were created. 
In turn, our passions have become the victims 
of our persona, and, ourselves, rebels of a mirage. 
WILL RICE is an environmnetal and natural 
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'Dear ~ditor, 
First, I want to critique [Vanesa Ewais's 
article "I Need Some Elbow Room"] from 
a materialist point of view. Then I want to 
examine the conclusion, morally. So first 
with the materialistic point of view, there 
have been hundreds of people through 
history predicting the over population of 
earth , most notably Malthus in the 1800's, 
who was predicting should the population 
continue its ever increasing growth, it 
would eventually kill off humans through 
starvation and war over the remaining 
food sources. Two hundred years later, 
approximately, we find that the planet not 
only has more people than ever before, as far 
as we can tell, but also that way more food 
is produced than is required by that amount 
of people. In short, though the population 
grew quickly, the food sources grew even 
quicker. It is reasonable, then, to conclude 
that there really isn't an issue with the food 
amoun t being generated, and due to the 
increasing cooperation of our scientists 
and farmers, we can grow more food, more 
efficiently than ever before, so it is not likely 
that there should ever be such a problem in 
the future. The second thing is that mankind 
has more than enough space needed for 
survival, even if it's overpopulated in areas. 
Overpopulation is only due to economic 
and geographic premiums that make these 
specific areas popular. Lastly, you ponder 
whether the earth wouldn't be better off 
without us. However, the advancements 
that are being made today in sustainable 
living are allowing more people to live with 
less disruption of the environment than 
ever before, and because of our increasing 
understanding of the earth, it is becoming 
easier to identify issues and address them . 
Also, humans are uniquely equipped to help 
reclaim and protect the earth from future 
cataclysmic events. Of all the animals, 
only the human has the ability to restore 
other species through its learning. Earth 
is perfectly capable of wiping itself out 
with a super volcano or asteroid collision, 
but it would be unable to restore most of 
its biological life afterwards, only humans, 
who can plan ahead, can remotely begin to 
prepare for such a catastrophe. Who knows, 
we may some day have the privilege of 
restoring previously extinct species back to 
life (especially since we are nearing that goal 
with some of the better preserved remains of 
extinct species). Now, I present my argument 
on the moral aspect of your article. Any 
moral code that enables humans to define 
what other humans are "fit" and what other 
humans are not, has always, slowly in some 
cases, proceeded to justify the inhumane 
treatment of human beings . Such a moral 
code is inevitably evil. If you look at the 
slavery system in the U.S.A. around the time 
IV 
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of the Civil War, some Christians defended 
it because they erroneously claimed that the 
Bible said that some humans were of lesser 
value or of inferior creation than others, 
and this led to the enslavement of an entire 
race of people. This was unequivocally evil. 
If you look at the worldview behind both 
Nazi Germany and the former U.S.S .R., 
they both operated under the world-view 
that humans are merely animals, given value 
by their usefulness, a direct derivation of 
the survival of the fittest principle. In both 
those countries combined, more systematic 
murder and unnatural death was seen than 
had occurred in the past two millennia or 
more. They were evil, absolutely. The system 
that you propose is more vague, because at 
the end of such proposals, there is always 
a pile of bodies, people that existed and 
had hopes and dreams and were valuable 
because they were, not because they were 
useful. You may not care about the path 
taken, but you are directly advocating the 
wanton, evil destruction of intrinsically 
valuable human beings. To bring it closer to 
home, if such policies as you advocated were 
in place, who's to say whether you or I would 
have been considered "valuable to society" 
or the "fittest," we might not be here today 
discussing this issue. Finally, I want to tell 
you about something that goes on today 
that is directly as a result of the policies 
that you advocate. In China, there is a huge 
discrepancy between number of men and 
women, because men are considered more 
valuable and thus are kept, while women 
are aborted because they are viewed as "less 
useful" to both their parents and society. 
One of my favorite things about Clemson is 
the sight of men and women with disabilities 
and special needs going around campus 
being taught how to live independently and 
have a fulfilling life, because in reality, I am 
allowed to see one of the most endangered 
species among us, a person with Down 
syndrome, for example. Only one percent 
of children with Down syndrome really get 
the chance to live, because approximately 
99 percent get aborted. These examples are 
foreshadowing wh at is coming if we take 
the path you endorse, except when we reach 
the path's destination, it will be larger and 
more terrible than you can imagine. I hope 
you get to read this and if you have some 
counterarguments against the issues I have 
raised, I would love to hear them. I hope 
you have a good day and understand I do 
not have an issue with you, but I vehemently 
disagree wi th the ideas and world-view you 
have proposed. Have a good day. 
-Timothy Mark Wilson Jr., Engineering 
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UGA strikes early to split season series with Clemson. 
BRAD HAIDER 
STAFF WRITER 
The Tiger baseball team squared 
off against the Georgia Bulldogs 
this past Tuesday night at Doug 
Kingsmore Stadium in what was 
the second half of a home and 
home series. 
Clemson was unable to overcome 
an early lead by Georgia, who 
scored a combined five runs in 
the first two innings, and were 
defeated by the Bulldogs by a score 
of 6-2. 
The Tigers were looking to get 
back to their winning ways after 
dropping two of three to N.C. State 
over the weekend as well as sweep 
the season series with the Bulldogs 
after beating them 16-4 back 
in March. 
"I think we have the right guys in 
the order, but we just don't have the 
right guys playing well enough to 
win. We are having trouble building 
innings," Clemson Head Coach Jack 
Leggett said after the game. 
Unfortunately for Clemson, 
starting pitcher Brody Kroener 
struggled early on in the game. 
Koerner gave up three runs in less 
than two innings of work. Kevin 
Pohle, Clay Bates and Matt Campbell 
came on in relief for Clemson. The 
trio allowed another three runs 
between them. 
Georgia got a career night from 
starting pitcher Patrick Boling, 
who went a career best 7.2 innings 
allowing five hits and striking out six 
Clemson batters. 
see UGA page C3 
Capps proves to be missing link 
CHASE HEATH 
ASST. SPORTS Eo ITOR 
The Clemson men's golf team 
finished last out of 15 teams at the 
3M Augusta State Invitational at 
the par 72 Forest Hills Golf Club in 
Augusta, Ga., with a score of 889. 
Central Florida won the tournament, 
which featured eight top-25 teams, 
with an 18-under par score of 846, 
beating Texas by one stroke and 
third-place Virginia Tech by four 
shots. Illinois and Baylor rounded out 
the top five with scores of 852 and 
861, respectively. 
The Tigers were in fourth place 
after the first round on Saturday with 
a score of 284 and found themselves 
tied for the lead four holes into 
BASEBALL MEN'S TENNIS BASEBALL 
Saturday, 4/5 Sunday, 4/6 Tuesday, 4/8 
Saturday's second round with an 
8-under-par score. Unfortunately, a 
withdraw by Clemson's No. 1 player 
Miller Capps due to the flu in the 
second round took the team out 
of contention. Capps, who shot a 
I-under-par 71 in the first round, was 
taken to the hospital that afternoon 
for an IV and sat out the final round 
on Sunday. The team finished the 
BASEBALL 
Friday, 4/11 
NC State 1 Clemson 6 Virginia Tech 2 Clemson 5 Georgia 6 Clemson 2 @ Virginia 6 p.m. 
Clemson, S.C. Clemson, S.C. Clemson, S.C. Charlottesvilre, Va. 
final round with a score of 311, led 
by an even-par 72 from Stephen 
Behr. With only Clemson players 
withdrew due to illness or injury 
in the last 30 years, it has now 
occurred in three of the last four 
rounds. Stephen Behr also withdrew 
because of the flu in the final round 










It's hard to describe the idea 
behind the "Clemson family," but 
once you get on campus you start to 
feel differently about life. 
The biggest thing about Clemson's 
campus that tied me together with 
my peers for the years that were 
here are the athletes that make our 
experiences all that more uniting. 
Though I didn't take the 
traditional route into Clemson (I 
transferred in after my freshman 
year) I was always enthralled by the 
magic that this school produces. 
Most memorable experience 
was my third football game 
as a student when the Tigers 
took on the other Tigers from 
Auburn, and the feeling that I 
felt standing on the hill will never 
be topped. Even though the win 
was big at the time, it wasn't the 
action on the field that made 
me excited, it was the fact that 
so many people came to support 
the school. 
The game was so indicative on 
how life for a Clemson student and 
alumni will go. A bunch of young 
ragtag starters with a new coach all 
came together after falling behind 
early. My time as a student has 
suffered the same ups and downs 
that football has, and Even when 
the world feels like it's crumbling 
in around us, we can still look to 
our peers on the football field as 
examples of getting back up and 
fighting on. 
It wasn't until Coty Sensabaugh's 
interception in the fourth quarter 
that the Clemson family really 
showed. His interception sent Death 
Valley into what was one of the 
loudest moments in that stadium 
that I've ever heard. I was hugging 
and high-fiving everyone around 
me whether I knew them or not, 
and at that single moment, we were 
all together. 
And even after the game, going 
on the field to celebrate with the 
team, it showed me even further that 
this school is special. It's a school 
that not only allows, but invites 
their fans onto their field to unite 
in celebration. The students have a 
chance to go up and congratulate 
the players they have class with, and 
see FAREWELL page C3 
MEN'S TENNIS 
Sunday, 4/l 3 
@ North Carolina 1 p.m. 
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Swinney tasked with filling holes 
ELAINE DAY 
STAFF WRITER 
The Clemson football team will be 
back in Death Valley for their annual 
Orange and White spring game. 
It will be the first real action since 
the Orange Bowl win against Ohio 
State, and promises to be an exciting 
event, as many recruits will have 
the chance to show off their skills 
for fans and coaches. The team will 
have a new look this season, with 
familiar faces like Tajh Boyd and 
Sammy Watkins preparing for the 
NFL draft as opposed to game day in 
Death Valley. 
It will be the first time that fans will 
get a look at many prospects, including 
Chad Kelly at quarterback. The debut 
of quarterback DeShaun Watson 
was highly anticipated, but he will 
not be participating in the spring 
game due to a suffered a cracked 
collarbone during an April 7 
scrimmage. ·Although the mJury 
does not require surgery, he will 
be out for a minimum of three 
weeks. Since Watson is injured, the 
quarterback race is now down to 
two players: Kelly and a more well­
known face, Cole Stoudt. This 
game will be a big test for these two 
quarterbacks in their fight for the 
starting job, so keep an eye on their 
respective performances. 
Another area where fans can be 
looking for players to step up is 
the position of wide receiver. With 
Watkins and fellow receiver Martavis 
Bryant declaring for the NFL draft, 
there are some holes for Offensive 
Coordinator Chad Morris to fill. 
Players like Charone Peake and Adam 
Humphries should continue to be 
household names, while new recruits 
like Kyrin Priester, Demarre Kitt and 
Artavis Scott will be making their 
debut in Death Valley. 
While the quarterback and wide 
receiver races remain undecided, on 
the other side of the ball, defense 
promises to be strong as Vic Beasley, 
a first-team All-American defensive 
end, returned to the team for another 
season. In addition, the entire 
defensive line should be solid, with 
players like Corey Crawford, Grady 
Jarrett and Josh Watson looking to 
continue their strong performances 
from last year. 
Admission is free and gates open at 






the kids can go up to their heroes freely, 
because that's just what Clemson does. 
It doesn't matter if you're a democrat 
or republican; a believer in Christ 
or a non-believer, Clemson brings 
us together. 
If there's anything that I've learned 
while at Clemson, it's that grades and 
academic standing matter. It's the bond 
that we create when the school can 
come together and put everything aside 
to support a university that has given 
so much. 
All of the other sports have shown 
just as much community that football 
has to me, and I never took that for 
granted during my time at Clemson. 
We may make mistake and we 
may slip up, but as the dust settles, 
we are all Clemson Tigers and that's 
something that only a select few will 
ever understand. Just like that game 
against Auburn, never give up and 
keep pressing for who knows what 
will happen. 
I don't know where life will take me 
and I'm not worried either, because I 
know that wherever I land I'm going 
to shock the world . . . and you can 
tweet that. Dabo Swinney (above) will look for a new starting quarterback Saturday. 
UGA.frompage Cl 
Georgia's Hunter Cole was a 
nightmare at the plate for the Tigers, as 
the Bulldog third baseman went 3-for-
5, scoring two runs, and driving in the 
other four. Georgia's Nelson Ward drove 
in the other two runs for the Bulldogs 
and finished the night 2-for-3 at 
the plate. 
Jay Baum scored both runs for 
Clemson, gomg 1-for-2 with a 
walk. Steven Duggar led Clemson 
offensively, going 2-for-.:4 while driving 
in a run. Tyler Krieger drove in the 
other run for the Tigers and drew 
two walks. 
Despite the four run victory, 
Georgia got only one more hit than 
Clemson but were able to capitalize 
by getting those hits with runners 
on base. 
Neither team had a great night in 
the field, the two teams combined for 
eight errors, five for Clemson and three 
for Georgia. 
The win by Georgia also continued It won't get any easier for the 
a trend in the series between the two Tigers this weekend as they head 
teams, the visiting team has won up to Charlottesville, Va., for a 
each of the last seven meetings in the weekend series against the No . 2 














Brody Koerner (No. 19) struggled early in his start only pitching 1.1 innings. 
Tyler Slaton (No. 18) could not generate much offense, going 1-for-4 in the leadoff spot 
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ELAINE DAY 
STAFF WRITER 
This past weekend, Clemson's Triathlon 
team travelled to Tempe, Az. for the USA 
Triathlon's Collegiate Nationals, where team 
member Ryan Gedney said they had "amazing 
J:penormances. " 
"Nine of us traveled together as a team 
to Tempe, and I don't only speak for myself 
when I say that we had the greatest experience 
of our college careers," Gedney said. "We were 
all very happy with our performances, and we 
represented Clemson University well. People 
were shouting 'Go Tigers!' to us from across 
the race site all weekend." 
At nationals, there are two different types 
of racing. Friday was the Draft Legal Sprint 
race, which consisted of a 750 meter swim, 
a 20 kilometer bike ride and a five kilometer 
run. Clemson had three athletes compete, 
including Gedney. Alex Marshall placed 
25th, Gedney placed 27th and Alex Brown 
placed 43rd in a field of over 80 athletes. In 
that field, 15 were professional athletes and 
many others were former collegiate swimmers 
and runners. 
On Saturday, the non-draft Olympic 
distance race took place. This race consisted 
of a 1500 meter swim, a 40 kilometer bike 
ride and a 10 kilometer run. Clemson had 
eight athletes compete in this event, with lone 
female teammate Shelli Ciandella improving 
on her times from last year. She completed 
the 10 kilometer run in 43 minutes and 




The men also had impressive results, 
with three finishing in the top 100. 
Carl Eichart finished 58th with a time of 
1 :56, Gedney finished 82nd with a time of 
1 :58, and Jack Felix finished 95th with a time 
of 1:59. 
Overall, the Men's team finished in 15th 
place. "We were very pleased to be a top 15 
team, and we can't wait to improve on these 
results, especially with the possibility of 
Collegiate Nationals being held a little bit 
closer to home next year," Gedney said. 
Gedney has not always been on the triathlon 
team, though; he was initially a swimmer for 
Clemson but was forced to look elsewhere 
when the program was cut. 
"The transition to triathlon was a little 
bit bumpy for me," Gedney said. "I have 
struggled with mJuries for about two 
years now, and I have finally been able to 
work through those injuries this season. 
It was discouraging at times to deal with 
injuries while just beginning a new sport, 
but I put in a lot of hard work over those 
couple of years, and I think they are paying 
off now." 
"I chose triathlon for several reasons," 
Gedney said of his transition. "I grew up 
around the sport in Boulder, Colo., so I knew 
what the sport was, and I even competed 
in a few triathlons as a kid. I also felt that I 
could be pretty competitive in the sport, given 
my swimming background. But most of all, 
I just love the training and competing that 
triathlon offers. It is the most fun I have ever 
had, and I will continue in the sport for as 
long as I can." 
GRAPHIC BY/ Caroline Weaver 
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NBA mock draft: after the NCAA 
cs -
7. 14. 22. 
CODY SMOLDT Noah Vonleh, PF T.J. Warren, SF/PF P.J. Hairston, SG 
Columnist Indiana NC State D-League 
Indiana may have missed The Grizzlies desperately The Thunder need help on 
the tournament after need scoring on the wing the wing and the former Tar 
*Note: This mock draft a disappointing season, and this year's ACC Player Heel has been absolutely 
is based on the draft but Vonleh's NBA of the Year averaged 25 scorching the D-League. 
order as of April 7, 2014 potential as a stretch-four points a game for 
and is strictly based on was obvious all the Wolfpack. 23. 




8. Willie Cauley-Stein, C After coming through time 
Jabari Parker, SF Detroit Pistons Kentucky and time again during 
Duke Doug McDermott, SF/PF He still isn't polished the Wildcats tournament 
After Duke's ugly Creighton offensively, but the Hawks run, Harrison has made 
tournament exit, Parker This pick may seem like need a true center to name for himself as a 
has fallen out of favor for a reach to some but the protect the rim and allow fearless scorer. 
many scouts. Still, he Pistons desperately need Al Horford to slide over to 
figures to make the most someone that can knock his more natural position at 24. 
immediate impact of any down shots. McDermott, the four. James Young, SF 
of the top picks. who averaged nearly 27 Kentucky 
ppg as a senior can be CHICAGO 16. Young provides scoring 
2. that guy. ABULLS) Tyler Ennis, PG and elite athleticism to 
Andrew Wiggins, SF Syracuse one of this year's most 
Kansas The Bulls have been without surprising teams. 
Like Parker, Wiggins ~ :~ron Gordon, PF/SF Derrick Rose for the better 
ended the season looking Arizona part of two years now. 25. 
HIJUS7iff~DCilfT5
painfully like a freshman. Gordon's future NBA Even if Rose gets healthy, K.J. McDaniels, SF 
One bad game won't keep position is still uncertain, Ennis could do well as his Clemson 
the 76ers from drafting but his upside could primary backup. Sorry Clemson fans, but if 
the most athletic player of make him one of K.J. knows what's good for 
this class. the biggest steals of 17. him, he'll declare for the 
the draft. Clint Capella, PF draft. At 25, he is a steal for 
3. Switzerland a team that desperately needs 
Dante Exum, PG/SG 10. The international prospect his defense and athleticism. 
Australia Gary Harris, SG will give the Suns a big 
The Magic desperately Michigan State body to bang down low 26. 
need their point guard After a season marred and grab rebounds. Jusef Nurkic, C 
of the future and by injuries, Harris and Bosnia 
Exum has all the tools the Spartans made a nice 18. The 19-year-old behemoth 
to replace the aging Elite Eight run before Montrezl Harrell, PF has been tearing up the 
Jameer Nelson. bowing out to UConn. Louisville Adriatic League all season. 
The 76ers will need His team looked lost 
-
4. shooting and Harris can without him during the 27. 
Joel Embiid, C bring that. tourn~ment and Harrell's Jerami Grant, SF 
Kansas athleticism will give the Syracuse 
The Celtics would be 11. Celtics a frightening Grant is an ultra-athleticMIAM!.r
HEA,thrilled to find Embiid Dario Saric, SF/PF frontcourt going forward. wing that should fit in well 
here. The 7-foot-2 Croatia in Miami as a defensive 
Cameroonian prospect Saric was a likely lottery CHICAGO 19. stopper off of the bench. 
has a higher ceiling than pick in last year's draft i BULLSi\ Kyle Anderson, PG/SF' - -· 
anyone in the draft, but but chose to stay in the UCLA 28. 
injury concerns push him Adriatic league. His At 6-foot-9, Anderson is Andrew Harrison, PG 
down a few spots. height and wingspan nearly as tall as Joakim Kentucky 
will make him a Noah but at UCLA he ran Like his twin brother, 
mismatch nightmare. point. It isn't clear which Andrew Harrison has 
position he'll play in the moved into the draftOrlMJI ~~~::;die, PF 12. NBA but his well-rounded conversation after strong 
An unlikely tournament Rodney Hood, SF game should translate well. tournament play. 
run for the Wildcats Duke 
has vaulted Randle into Hood was overshadowed at 20. 29. 
the spotlight and it Duke by the much better Adreian Payne, PF Cleanthony Early, SF 
wouldn't be too surprising Jabari Parker. Michigan State Witchita State 
to see him as the top pick. His excellent shooting At 23, Payne has likely Witchita State's undefeated 
The Jazz happily take him and scoring ability reached his potential. regular season was led 
at No. 5. would be welcomed The powerful forward the strong play of Early, 
in Orlando. can stretch the defense who scored 31 in their 
6. with a surprisingly nice season ending loss _,,. 
Los Angeles Lakers 13. outside shot. to Kentucky. 
Marcus Smart, PG Nik Stauskas, SG 
Oklahoma State Michigan 21. 
Smart could have been Stauskas did it all in Zach LaVine, SG Shabazz Napier, PG 
the best player in last his team's run to the UCLA UConn 
year's draft, but his stock Elite Eight and could LaVine didn't play much The diminutive Napier 
slipped a bit after he chose give the Timberwolves his freshman season at practically carried his 
to return to school for what a jolt of outside UCLA, but he flashed his Huskies through the 
became a disappointing scoring, playmaking startling upside in his tournament by himself, 
sophomore season. and toughness. limited minutes. showing he's a leader. 
-
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Missing Gossett, Tigers drop series 
innings pitched. Crownover also We gave away too many at-bats, hit first pitch. Clemson sported Clemson managed to score only oneDALLAS CH ILDERS 
STAFF WRITER held the Wolfpack to only one run, too many flyballs, rtever built an camouflage jerseys to recognize and run, despite having 14 base runners in 
and registered seven strikeouts on inning and never had any leadoff men celebrate Military Appreciation Day. Mondays disappointing loss. 
Doug K.ingsmore Stadium played the day. on base. Zack Erwin pitched really NC State out produced Clemson "They just outplayed us," Head Coach 
host to ACC baseball action, when "Matthew did a good job for us ; well for us and got us where we needed for the second straight game, taking Jack Leggett said after the game. "They 
No. 14 Clemson (20-11, 9-5 ACC) today," Head Coach Jack Leggett said. to be, but we just couldn't get the the game and the securing the series, got some big hits when they needed them. 
took on No. 25 NC State Wolfpack "He went out there and threw strikes, offense going." with a final score of 7-1. Tiger's starter Clate battled, but we didn't play very 
(19-12, 5-10 ACC) for a three game and the defense played well behind The series wrapped up on Monday Clate Schmidt suffered the loss, good defense tonight and that hurt us. 
series of Atlantic Coast Conference him. Crownover's deep start was night, in what was very wet and rainy moving his pitching record to 4-5 on We didn't get any big hits. We had some 
(ACC) baseball. The first game of critical. We're down a couple pitchers, conditions for the 7 p.m. scheduled the season. opportunities and didn't come through." 
the series took place on Saturday, so it was important that he went out 
and Jack Leggett's team of young and pitched deep into the game. He's a 
and talented players had their best tough competitor." 
game of the series. It was polished The final two games of the series for 
pitching and good production on Clemson did not go as well as the first. 
offense that led Clemson past the Clemson allowed 16 Wolfpack runs 
Wolfpack in game one, with a victory over the next two games, giving NC 
of 6-1. State back-to-back victories and the 
NC State took their first and series victory. 
only lead of the game after a run Clemson hosted the Wolfpack for 
- in the top of the fourth inning. It game two on Sunday. Already trailing 
wasn't long before the Tigers answered in the bottom of the first inning 1-0, 
with two runs in the bottom of the Clemson scored two runs off of costly 
fourth after two-out, run-scoring NC State errors. However, in the sixth 
singles by freshman Chris Okey and inning, NC State's Andrew Knizner 
senior Steve Wilkerson to take the hit a home run to tie the game, and in 
lead for good. Clemson added one the seventh, Trea Turner drove in a 
run in the sixth inning and three run to give NC State the lead. The 
more runs in the eighth inning. All Wolfpack scored six more runs in the 
six of Clemson's runs scored were with ninth and beat Clemson with a score 
two outs on the board, as Clemson of 9-4. 
dominated game one from NC State Clemson's starting pitcher Zack 
6-1. Erwin (2-2) received the loss, despite 
Left-handed sophomore Matthew displaying a career high with seven 
Crownover (6-2) had an excellent strikeouts in 6.2 innings pitched. 
day on the mound for Clemson, "It was a rough day for us," Leggett 
only allowing three hits through 8.0 said. "We didn't play well offensively. Matthew Crownover (No. 44) pitched eight innings only allowing one run in the first game of the series. 
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More than a 
pastime 
game on my laptop, and when my job 
demanded me to walk the confines of 
GAVIN OLIVER campus, I listened to what unfolded 
Columnist within PNC Park. Fortunately, that's 
the only game on the ESPN family 
of networks I wasn't able to devote all 
Major League Baseball is America's my attention to. 
pastime, but for me personally, it's As a Yankees fan (I can hear your 
more than just a sport to pass the groans from here), I sped a little too •time. fast in my truck on the way home 
It's a passion. to gaze in jubilation as the Red Sox 
Football has always been my dropped their opener to the Orioles, 
favorite sport, and I don't know only to shake my head when the 
anybody besides my dad who lives Yankees lost to the pitiful Astros a few 
and breathes baseball like it's oxygen hours later. 
year-round, but I still inherited a Then, I changed channels to watch 
majority of his baseball gene. Reds pitcher Johnny Cueto's up­
I even outdid him this year by and-down outing start with injury, 
staying up for the entire game of continue with eight strikeouts over 
MLB's official Opening Day in seven one-run innings and end with 
Australia while us Clemson students a 1-0 loss after he was outdueled by 
were out on Spring Break, though I Cardinals ace Adam Wainwright. 
had second thoughts when my alarm I got to see Marlines second-year 
clock woke me up to watch the game phenom Jose Fernandez start the 
at 4 a.m., and then again, when season with his first of many wins for 
rubbing the sleep out of my eyes what has been a shockingly sterling 
during the ensuing rain delay. Marlins team thus far before my night 
But after watching Clayton Kershaw ended around 1 a.m. after former 
deal the Dodgers to a win over the Clemson great Brad Miller finished 
Diamondbacks, and before my eyes with a hit and a run in his first game 
could no longer withstand shutting, as the Opening Day starting shortstop 
I counted down the days until the for Seattle. 
classic version of MLB Opening Day Well, my night of watching games 
we get to experience every year - ended, that is. My daily ritual of 
'the first full slate of games, which checking box scores started then, 
this time around, was 13 games on and I scoured the stats to see how 
March 31. my fantasy team faired in its first go­
The Petition to the Obama round. 
Administration to make MLB The only thing that would have 
Opening Day a national holiday made my Opening Day better would 
acquired over 100,000 signatures, have been attending one of the games 
but - to the dismay of the diehards in person, and that's something I will 
- was declared "a little outside our check off my bucket list sooner rather 
strike zone" by the Principal Deputy than later. 
Press Secretary of the White House. My MLB Opening Day ultimately 
So unfortunately, as for many other drew to a reluctant close, but while 
people across the world, the daily sadness dawns following many of the 
duties of life hampered my Opening best things in life, how can you be 
Day - hampered, not ruined. sad when MLB Opening Day is over? 
My work schedule inconveniently Though each subsequent day of MLB 
commenced alongside the start of action isn't acclaimed with the left 
the Chicago Cubs and Pittsburgh and right festivities seen on Opening 
Pirates game at 1 p.m. on ESPN, but Day, there's a 151 more days almost 
I feigned working by tuning into the exactly like it. 
OF TN'E 1 EEK 
KEEPING THE 
OPPONENTS IN CHECK 
-
Clemson's guide for I Arts and Entertainment 
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'-· 
Matt Spadaro 
Staff Writer ~ 
I honestly couldn't tell any of you what possessed me to come 
to Clemson. Also, I'm lying. I could tell you, but it would make 
me look like a severely uninformed individual. In the spirit 
of shamelessness, I will admit that I fell in love with Clemson 
. after a quick search of the best colleges for those hoping to 
enter the auto industry. One article by Edmunds.com about 
the eight or so best schools for gearheads helped me to stumble 
upon Tigertown. One article. One look at the campus online 
and I fell in love. A tour of our wonderful school that summer 
pretty much sealed the deal. I think the screech I let out on the 
Disney World Monorail when I received the news of a big orange 
envelope arriving at my house in Brooklyn, N .Y. made at least a 
few small children cry. I did not apologize. 
Here I was, born and raised in New York City, a hopelessly 
ignorant freshman who knew nothing about the culture of 
the south - let alone Clemson's individual culture. Yes, I say 
"cawfee." I'm one of those people, and proud of it. You may be 
able to gather by now that I was in for the shock of my life. 
While very few people have come to Clemson from New York 
City (note to Long Islanders: stop your frivolous lies), I have met 
tons of individuals from towns in the suburbs of New York and 
Philadelphia. I know in my heart that as much as all of us felt 
like we were the only ones thinking these things when we got to 
the south, we ALL thought them. And now, I want to share 15 of 
those thoughts with those ofyou who have been lucky enough to 
call Clemson and other beautiful southern towns home all along. 




























I • Why is everyone saying hello to me? Don't they understand that I'm an angry northerner, 
wearing my trademark "Don't look at me, peasant" walking face? • 
I• What are all of these Greek letters on everyone's shirts and why is everyone talking about 
rushing? I thought the south was supposed to be slower ... 
;I• What is so special about Chick-fil-A? I mean it's just chicke- OH MY GOD! 
4 • *Drives on Tiger Boulevard for the first time* Why is this pickup truck turning out into 
the road when I'm so close? What is happening?! Oh, wait. I'm not dead; this is grand. 
5 • If someone waited 15 minutes for a Starbucks drink in Manhattan it would end in an 
altercation with the police. 
·•Wow, Library Bridge is really packed in the morning. I wonder where all of these people 
are going. Sorry? You're with what program? No, I do not want to convert on the spot. 
Thanks. Bye. *speed-walks away* 
7 • I thought every government and higher religious power in the world outlawed strappy 
sandals. What are these shoes called Chacos and why does everyone love them? 
Be What do you mean Chick-fil-A serves breakfast? Why would I want fried chicken on a 
biscuit at 10 in the morni- OH MY GOD THREE MORE PLEASE! 
9 •Wow, free pizza! These kids are so nice. Sure, I'll answer a few questions! I'm 18. Of 
course I love football. *Questions my stance on evolution* Excuse me. 
I Oe *Sees Confederate flag bumper sticker on multiple cars* Is that allowed or ... ? 
I I • Why do my new friends keep asking me to go hiking? Thanks, but there's this thing 
called inside; you should try it out. 
I I e What is this white cream substance, and why do they keep calling it "gravy" when it 
is neither brown nor poured over a roasted meat of some kind? Did I miss the memo? 
I ;I• "COCKS NATION!" What did you just say to me? 
I ·• *Calls a local establishment to order food after 9 p.m.*: "Yes, hello? Hi. I'd like to 
place an orde-" "We're closed, sir" "Do you hate my money or something?" 
I Se *Drives to Chick-fil-A on Sunday morning to have a wonderful breakfast ofbiscui­
with fellow northern friends* WHY IS THE WORLD A TERRIBLE PLACE, WHAT 
HAVE I DONE TO DESERVE SUCH TORTURE? 
,.__ 
~ 
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They say March comes in like a lion and out like a lamb. But what they don't specify is that we are the lamb, left to be 
slaughtered by early April showers. I hate to play the victim, but I now see that we as Clemson students are just the collateral 
damage to the Weather Wars, where sweet Carolina sunshine is the Federation and cold, wet winter is the Empire. 
'V!1!JBfillF[}{]B~ 'V!1!JmliJ2 'V!1!JBfillF[}{]B~ 'V!1!JmliJ2 'V!1!JBfillF[}{]B~ 'V!1!JmliJ2 
~~£s1@@B ~WB ~~£s1@@B WB ~~£s1@@B W~B 
pe ean Boots trik B c h urn f th un 
Pollen Washed Away 
As time goes on and the Empire So our hope is realized and the The Federation prevails with their 
gradually loses power, there are retaliatory clouds gather to wash away our pollen incredible team of soothing breezes and 
efforts to destroy our respiratory systems problems. Alas, the rain pours, the glowing sunshine. The pollen has been 
and embarrass parents with "Wash Me winds rage and the Death Star of washed away and with it the congestion 
Plz" comments on yellow pollen covered weather strike campus: bean boots. the Empire wanted to plague us. Our 
windshields. There is propaganda - a They shorten our men and clutter our toes crawl out of their wool socks 
concentrated effort - to persuade the sidewalks, while girls looked dwarfed and sweaters no longer hide our skin. 
people stuck in the middle that freedom in them. The Winter Federation has Umbrellas collapse, and the rule of the 
feels like a stuffy nose, and relaxation found its army of clones, and they are tyrannical winter disappears. In time, 
feels like pollen stains on white dresses. overwhelming. The cold, wet gusts May's flowers will delight our senses and 
However, the former promises of a sunny leave our hopeful souls in Summertime our eyes will walk the sky to glory in the 
day filled with hammocks and Frisbee Sadness. Will we ever be able to wear beams of sun. Meanwhile, there's a party 
on Bowman hasn't left our hearts - we our loafers, flats and sandals? in the treetops as the birds sing with fat, 
know our Federation will find a way to worm-filled bellies. 
prevail. And so, there is a new hope for 
a rainstorm that feels like stolen kisses, 
and souls overwhelmed with renewal by 
puddle jumping. 
LeahVansyckel 
Assistant Timeout Editor 
.. 
Getting rid of the ''fore'' in foreplay 
Remember the baseball analogy for sex? out of this world, but you never actually got to The thing is, there's more than one way to 
First base you kiss, second you touch, third the bumping of uglies, something that should skin a cat, or as others say, more than one way 
you kiss again (but lower) and the home be considered a night well-spent is suddenly to stroke a pussy. Intercourse isn't the only 
run is the winning move. Each step is a a letdown. When you did this and that way, in fact it might not even be the best 
progression toward the ultimate goal, the but "didn't actually way, to leave both partners 
sexiest of sexy times: the consummation of have sex," it's implied satisfied. And it's definitely 
the ultimate corporeal pleasure. Now I've that something is "Go home with not all that sex encompasses. 
always been one for the main course, but in incomplete. Treating If you view everything sexualsomeone gorgeous
real life, the bedroom appetizers are often every type of canoodle as a means by which to lead to and do whateverjust as fun, if not more fun, than the finale. as a means to an intercourse, as the precursors 
So why consider them appetizers in the first end may be setting gets you rather than the fun, you're 
place? There's an expectation that all adult yourself up to miss __out forge tting to enjoy themost excited."
play is just a precursor to sex and a narrowly on the best part of the moment itself. When a kiss 
defined version of sex at that. But , let's be bedroom experience: or touch can be a mind-
honest with ourselves: once you're naked the messing around itself. Why lose sight blowing kiss or touch instead of step one 
with another human, you've reached a level of of the simple joy of the make-out sesh ? Why and two on the path to sexy-town, you can 
intimacy that's thrilling in itself. It's not going make oral a consolation prize for when sex just make the most of that kiss or touch. So do 
to be lessened or deepened by the insertion wasn't happening? Remember, it is how you what feels right, because it feels good, and 
., 
of certain appendages into certain locations. , interact with your partner that defines how not because it's the logical step to something 
The idea that every sexual act is a step intimate your activities are. Chances are that else. Go home with someone gorgeous and 
leading up to one goal, the idea that foreplay your most intense kiss was markedly more do whatever gets you most excited. With 
is exactly that --- something that comes before thrilling than that dispassionate freshman the right partner, every bedtime act can be 
the "real" play - could be cheapening your hookup. Just remember, if two people fun and fulfilling by its own merit. Forget 
bedtime experience. If their touch gave you walk away from a night together satisfied foreplay - it's all just play if you do it right. 
goose bumps, the cuddles were great, the kisses and well-serviced that's called a success. 
-lmaFox · *This advice does not necessarily represent the views ofThe Tiger. 
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SanaAzam.i 
Columnist 
We've worked our way through three months of 
the semester with more than enough time to learn 
to appreciate the exotic species ofprofessors that are 
peppered through the faculty, who help create our 
diverse and enlightened campus experiences. And 
so, because making generalizations and putting 
people in boxes makes us all more comfortable, we 
bring you some of the most notorious: 
TkE. O"E. Wko ~E.UE.vE.s 
'" AUE. s 
This is the professor who just knows that 
the missing Malaysian Airlines flight was a gig 
engineered to get western style democratic powers 
to spend ludicrous amounts of dough in search­
and-rescue missions. All while Putin steals Crimea 
to get a hand on the chemical plants and iron 
ore reserves that will further destabilize Eastern 
Europe, all of which will crescendo into WWIII. 
This professor also enjoys the Socratic method. 
There is no doubting this professor's brilliance, 
and, if the author's tabs on his publications in the 
seventies are any indication. They were also quite 
a looker. However, those days are long behind 
them. Today they rocks to and fro on their heels 
while reciting notes off of pages old enough to 
be parchment. Working bets theorize that they 
continued existence is due to tenure backlash or 
in order to inflate the faculty prestige. And, while 
their body is still up and kicking, his soul seems to 
have left without them. Just ask their students. 
-,-
You might not know why the inter-molecular 
theory accounts for the difference between 
graphite and diamonds, but you do know that 
their 12-year old daughter shaved her legs without 
permission at cheer camp. You also know their 
former spouse stuck them with an unaffordable 
mortgage and court fees. Pay negligible interest in 
their problems and suck up to their Elvis obsession 
during office hours, and the inflated participation 
points you racked up will help you breeze through 
the course. 
From Kuwait, China or Spain, these are the 
ones with strident speaking voices who teach 
classes where you really have to buckle down and 
study because you're not quite sure if the double 
negatives in lecture were on purpose or not. It's 
important to remember they are more afraid 
of you then you are of them, like the bats 
that keep getting trapped in Johnston. All 
we need to do now is to let Guy-In-The-First­
Row, who keeps flirting with the professor in class, 
know that she is only laughing at his jokes because 
she is uncomfortable and has no idea what he is 
talking about. 
Yes, we know that have had a dazzling career. In 
fact, we got the hint after we bought your textbook, 
lab book, and study guide/ notes helper thing. Plus 
the documentary you starred in as the expert on 
all things during the Quaternary period in the 
Cenozoic Era solidified any lingering qualms. 
We're just bitter because the general requirements 
for our major changed right after the grace period 
where we could drop a course without a "W''. It 
turns out we don't need your class to graduate 
anyway. Well, that and we're jealous ... 
GRAPHICS BY: ALY JONES/ timeout layout editor 
#Tiger 
Real Talk 
Do you have a 
·question.you're dying to .know·the 
answer to? Tweet us! 
This Week: What's the 
most underrated move in 
the bedroom? 
• Japanese Helicopter 
• The Bill Cosby Sweater 
• Bringing me food 
• Biting. Don't be scared; 
I do bite. 
• Not going to sleep right 
after doing the deed 
• Canadian Jackhammer 
• The forehead smooch 
• Piercings 
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Pasatiempos, 







Jan. 20 - Feb. 19 
,,,,PISCES 
~ (~ ; -; Feb. 20 - March 20 
.umsMarch 2 1 - April 20 
~~TAURUSt(,, April 21 - May 20 ,. 
,~GEMINI(,.~
/.1~\ May 21 -June 21 
oi LIBRA•7\ Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
8 ~ SAGlffARIUS Nov. 22 ""7 Dec. 21 I 
')- CAPRl~ORN 
~ Dec. 22 - Jan. 19 
1. Which actor is best friends with 
Al Gore? 
A. Will Smith 
B. Tommy Lee Jones 
C. Harrison Ford 
D. Jerry Seinfeld 
2. Who did not go to Clemson? 
A. Nikki Haley 
B. John Edwards 
C. Nancy O'Dell 
D. Mark Sanford 
3. Which animal has the longest lifespan? 
A. Elephant 
B. Tortoise 
C. Bowhead Whale 
D. Alligator 
4. Who is the richest person in the world? 
A. Oprah 
B. Bill Gates 
C. Carlos Slim Helu 
D. Warren Buffet 
5. Which girl and boy baby names were 
the most popular lasfyear? 
A. Sophia and Jackson 
B. Emma and Aiden 
C. Olivia and Liam 
D. Isabella and Lucas 
6. Which movie grossed the most in 
the 80s? 
A. Indiana Jones and the Last 
Crusade 
B. Back to The Future 
C. The Breakfast Club 
D. Top Gun 
7. The next date predicted to be the 
end of the world is in what year? 
A. 2014-2015 
B. 2020 lC. 2129 Q) 
D. 2239 
8. Which is the U.S. state with the 
highest median household income? 




9. The actress who plays Robb Stark's 
wife in Game of Thrones is related to 
which famous relative? 
A. Charlie Chaplin 
B. Brad Pitt 
C. Meryl Streep 
D. Alfred Hitchcock 
BY: ALY JONIS 
SUDQKU 
You'll have someone who wants to share 
chocolate with you in the next week -
don't eat it! 
You'll have an opportunity to raise your 
voice over the coming days. Choose wisely­
it might be better to walk softly and carry a 
big stick instead. 
There will be blue skies in your future. 
Look up in the next few days and a 
revelation will hit you! 
This weekend you will encounter some 
fierce competition, but you'll come out on 
top! 
You should definitely wear your favorite 
outfit soon because the auspicious ~ature of 
the stars makes you quite attractive in it. 
Someone will ask you for a gift or perhaps a 
sign. Just don't steal any from the road. 
If you're wondering whether or not you 
should go for it: the answer is yes. They're 
more on board than you think. 
Spring is the time of new beginnings and 
haircuts. There's a foxy looking one in 
your future! 
Your emotions about a friend keep you on a 
roller coaster - the ride only gets wilder if 
you don't strap in! 
Variety is the spice of life, but you've only 
gpt one hunky, shinless, leopard-taming 
individual for you. The fall of the rain 
ipdicates you two can stan fresh. 
You'll purchase some chocolate on sale in 
the next week. 
SkillLevel: ♦♦♦ ◊◊◊ 
FIND RUSTY AND 
FRIENDS! 
Rusty the Bear and his friends are hidden
• somewhere inside this edition of The Tiger. 
Of course, they are much smaller than this. 
Good luck! 
Sudoku by: printable-sudoku-puzzles.com 
5 
7 8 9 3 
6 1 7 4 
5 6 8 1 
8 7 1 3 9 6 5 
8 9 
9 
5 2 4 
3 2 7 8 
-
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Crossword by: bestcrosswords.com 
Across 
1- News bit; 
5- Group of eight; 
10- Ornamental fabric; 
14- Deep sleep; 
15- Hand tool; 
16- Thames town; 
17- "_ Brockovich"; 




24- Church singers; 
26- Fall mo.; 









42- Juniors, perhaps; 





50- Teheran native; 
53- "The Wizard ofOz" studio; 
54- Violinist Zimbalist; 
58- Corridor; 
61-Able was_... , 
62- Dept. ofLabor div.; 
63- Boxing venue; 
64-Tidy; 
65- Puts into words; 
66- Streamlined; 
67- Ultimatum word; 
Down 
1- Bakery worker; 
2- Shredded; 
3- Pianist Gilds; 
4- Care of the fingernails; 
5- Eccentric; 
6- Accept as true; 
7- Stopwatch-holder; 
8- "The Time Machine" people; 
9- Pampering, briefly; 
10- Simple shed; 
11-_boy!; 
12- Quarter, e.g.; 
13- Suffix with exist; 
19- Nouveau_; 
21- FDR's fireside _ _, 
25- Like lighthouses; 
26- Tenth month of the year; 
27- Fiddlesticks!; 
28- Author Calvino; 
29- Emirate on the Persian Gulf; 
30- Gal ofsong; 
31- Awkward boors; 
32- Fish; 
33- Do-over button; 
35- "Treasure Island" 
monogram; 
39- Nav. officer; 
40- Change the meaning of; 
42- Photographic tone; 
44- Relaxation; 
46- Topeka's state; 
4 7- Merciful; 
49- Monetary unit ofZambia; 




55- Film spool; 
56- Periods; 
57-Allot; 
59- Beetle juice?; 
60- Shaggy-haired wild ox; 
Wh;c, ve ove: Mixed patterns are typically a fashion taboo, but Erin's floral and stripes are defying the 
old rule with style. We found her sitting on a bench outside ofWendy's in this outfit that looks oh-so­
pulled-together-but-chill. We love that she takes the springtime flower theme and makes it interesting 
by contrasting it against the darker more subdued stripes. Her top is simply ingeniously cut: there's just 
enough floral to contrast the stripes in an attention pulling manner, but there's not so much pattern that it 
feels overwhelming. The difference in color helps highlight the poppy red of the floral print, and typically 
whenever frockets are involved we're on board. We also love how the dark jeans she's wearing provide a 
cool, non-distracting base for her eye-catching top. The dark stain helps keep the attention up top while 
simultaneously dressing up the outfit overall. We appreciate that the jeans are about the same shade as the 
navy stripes in her shirt, which pulls her outfit together through a navy moti£ The leather of her sandals 
doesn't pull the eye away from the center piece of her outfit, the top, but their pattern and weaving adds 
some frill without being too flashy. The shoes are the perfect cross between casual and dressed up - here 
they provide some flair at the bottom without being distracting. We love that their braid adds an earthy 
touch to her look. 
PHOTOS AND COMMENTARY BY: KRISTA WUNSCHE/ timeout editor 
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